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ABSTRACT

Personal informatics technology is a rapidly growing field
in both the consumer and professional sports’ market,
aiming to help people become better, faster and stronger.
Such systems have been studied in a variety of contexts,
mainly focusing on their utility in supporting behaviour
change, however there has been less focus on the
experiences of using such technologies within social
contexts [17]. The study presented here adds a previously
unexplored point of view, looking at the situated practices
and interests around personal informatics in a social
context, a specific workplace – the best professional
football club in Bulgaria – PFC Ludogorets Razgrad. In
order to explore the complex cultural effects and
experiences of the stakeholders within the team a one-week
rapid ethnographic study was conducted during a preseason training camp in the beginning of June 2016.
Three main themes emerged from the findings. Firstly, the
significance of performance data collected about the players
was not self-evident. Instead, we found that extensive data
work was performed when making sense of it, similarly to
the data-work practices presented by Elsden ([14]). The
data work was often completed by a number of
stakeholders, interested in varying levels of detail. Second,
the importance of knowing the context in which the data
was collected is highlighted as being essential to
understanding its significance by every member of the team
who uses it. In apparent contradiction to this claim
however, if the only available data did not have contextual
information attached to it, it was still used and relied on
similarly to the data where the context was known. Third,
the subjective effects of the emotions and specifically the
self-esteem of the players towards the data and the ways the
data affected them.
This paper presents three implications for the design of
personal data technologies: research opportunities for
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1. INTRODUCTION

Personal informatics is a relatively new field of research
within Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) research,
exploring the use of wearable self-tracking devices, mobile
apps, and desktop software applications. These tools are
used in order to collect personally relevant information for
self-reflection, self-monitoring and self-improvement [28].
Personal informatics is a term mainly used in academia,
thus it could also be referred to as self-tracking, living by
numbers, personal analytics and the quantified self [28].
Some of the popular consumer personal informatics
systems include FitBit, Nike+, RunKeeper, and miCoach
[28].
There have been three main waves of research –
psychological, phenomenological and humanistic, that are
progressively expanding [4]. Each stream focuses on a
different view of why people use and stop using personal
data technologies. The psychological stream is interested in
the behaviour change aspects, the phenomenological – in
the experience around the use, and the humanistic – in the
social and cultural characteristics of personal informatics
[4]. The majority of research has been in the
psychologically informed wave, understanding people’s
interests and processes around personal data, the ways they
use it to gather in-depth self-knowledge. A lot less work has
focused on the situated data practices within workplaces
and other cultures. Situated data practices are the detailed
processes through which people make sense of data within
a particular context. These include the processes and
experiences, explored by the phenomenological stream, the
stakeholders have when producing and interacting with
personal data and the effects personal informatics have on
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the relationships within the societies they are used, studied
by the humanistic stream. Rooksby et al. ([43]) coined the
term “lived informatics” referring to the ways that tracking
is enmeshed within the everyday lives of people, that it is
not an isolated activity. It is usually a social or collaborative
practice, affected by the naturally changing personal goals
of the individual tracking. For instance, one of the
participants in Rooksby et al.’s ([40]) study said she carried
a pedometer during her working day in order to discuss her
step count and calorie burn with her fellow nurses. The
situated data practices and enculturated meanings of
tracking have been further explored by Lupton ([32]),
focusing on the social encounters as well as the cultural and
political dimensions of self-tracking within office
workplaces. In addition, Elsden et al. ([15]), concentrates
on the “social reality” of the data referring to the aspects of
one’s life the data does not reveal on its own, and the digital
past, the artefacts of one’s life, created through the process
of tracking. In terms of social reality, the study described
various practices people had of resolving ambiguities
present in the data, telling their own story, incorporating
and accounting for the data [15]. The digital past is revealed
through the analysis people perform on their data, the ways
they use it as reminders for events from the past, creating a
highly personal account [14]. Most of the research on the
practices of tracking within workplace contexts has focused
has been on step-challenge interventions introduced for
short periods of time. The situated practices through which
personal data is used within a workplace context as part of
the daily routine, by multiple stakeholders, has not been
explored in detail. The study presented in this paper focuses
on a previously unexplored side of the situated use of
personal informatics – the complex practices around
collecting and using personal data within a professional
sports team. The specific team studied here is the Bulgarian
champion of the last five years, currently participating in
Champions’ League – PFC Ludogorets Razgrad. During the
study the team used a variety of technologies including
video recording equipment, statistical reports, and wearable
heart rate (HR) and GPS tracking devices. In order to
understand the use of data and how it affects the work
performed and the workplace relationships in the team, a
rapid ethnographic study was conducted during a one week
long training camp in the town of Smolian, Bulgaria. Even
though the setting is niche – looking at professional
athletes, the implications drawn from it are applicable to
wider audiences and contexts of use of personal data.
Contributions
The study presented in this paper makes three empirical
contributions to the field by describing the two overarching
practices around the usage of data and the actions around
the self-esteem of players, namely:
1.

Data in-situ describes the situated practices around
personal informatics within the club.

2.
3.

Data ex-situ refers to the uses of data that is
separated from the context in which it was
collected.
Players’ self-esteem displays the specific actions
taken by the various stakeholders to ensure the
players are kept at an optimum psychological
condition.

This paper suggests a number of practical implications for
the design of future personal informatics systems:
1.

2.

3.

We identify opportunities for future research in
collaborative reflection work and suggest benefits
it could bring to the space of personal informatics
as well as the usage of personal data in general.
We highlight the importance of context when
considering personal informatics and the
difference contextual information and the lack of it
can make in the analysis of personal data.
We suggest three practical design implications for
future systems:
a. Automatically drawing correlations from
different streams of information could
produce in-depth, tailored reports that
would be actionable and useful for end
users.
b. Highlighting motivating information and
choosing not to emphasise on less
motivating statistics could increase
enjoyment and self-esteem.
c. Seeking improvement through balance,
instead of constant aim for “more” could
be a good strategy to achieve and
maintain optimal shape.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

Personal informatics research
Personal informatics is a young field within HCI, however
there has been a significant body of research exploring the
various types of uses of such systems. Li et al. ([29]) define
personal informatics systems as tools that “help people
collect personally relevant information for the purpose of
self-reflection and gaining self-knowledge”. According to
Ayobi et al. ([4]), there are three main streams of personal
informatics research which aim to understand the use and
non-use of self-tracking tools, including various kinds of
software, data reports, personal videos, and consumer
fitness tracking devices. The first stream is psychological,
where reflection and self-knowledge are the central
concepts, based on behaviour change theories. It aims to
understand how people ask questions about their data, what
catches their attention and the process of transformation of
assumptions and behaviour. For instance, Li et al. ([27])
describe five stages in the usage of self-tracking technology
– preparation, collection, integration, reflection and action.
Epstein et al. ([17]) embrace the concept of lived
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informatics, extending the idea of the stage-based model,
that includes people lapsing and resuming tracking. The
next stream is phenomenologically informed, interested in
understanding how wearables are used and experienced in
practice, in specific contexts, and the complexity of their
use. It uncovers overlapping styles of tracking such as
curiosity-inspired, interested in uncovering links between
phenomena and obtaining rewards [43]. In addition, it
focuses on the reasons why people stop tracking and stop
using the devices and artefacts – such as non-actionable
data representations or discomfort of devices. The
humanistic stream is focused on broader concerns such as
the social context and culture within which personal
informatics technologies are used. One of the notable
examples of this steam, Lupton ([32]) shows that tracking
is, in many cases, a social practice that bears a meaning
within the particular context it is situated. This means that
tracking is influenced by the rest of the actors within the
cultural context and the personal data produced can be used
to apply “social pressure” – the other actors might be
judgemental based on established ideas about good health
and physical activity [32]. The three distinctive streams
show different views in terms of granularity, individual
versus group and society, reasons and types of use and ease
of use. These streams and their specific details informed the
main topics of interest for the study presented in this report.
Context and personal informatics
When considering personal informatics and other similar
data about the self in a wider context, such as data created
by sensors from the Internet of Things (IoT), a specific
practice is observed by numerous studies in various
backgrounds – data-work [14,18,48]. Data-work is
described as the process of subjectively interpreting the
data, making sense of it, communicating the meaning it has
or has had to them at the time it was created [14,18]. Datawork is necessary because the significance of the data, both
personal or otherwise, is neither self-evident not objective,
thus one needs to unpack its meaning, negotiate the
ambiguities and share the resulting narrative with others
[15]. Through data-work the indexicality of the data is
unpacked, creating a coherent account of the events that
were happening around the data points [18,48]. Indexicality
is a concept describing data points whose meaning is
dependent on the local circumstances, the context within
which they were created or that they apply to [23]. A
participant is required to articulate them, to perform the
data-work [18,48]. For instance, Fischer et al. ([18]) study
sensor data, including temperature, humidity, and electricity
consumption, in a domestic setting, concluding that the
indexical character of the data, in particular in the particular
routines and rhythm of domestic life were necessary to
understand and produce accounts of the data, however were
not part of the data itself. Similar findings reports Tolmie et
al. ([48]), stating that automated analysis of IoT data in a
home setting might show the concrete action and timings of
them, such as when someone entered a certain room.

However, it cannot show what that person was actually
doing and why. Both of these studies suggest the
importance of the context, the background framing the data
obtained by various technologies, or as Taylor et al. ([46])
states, the need is for “data that doesn’t presume an
intrinsic generality but that acknowledges precisely its
place in and amongst other worldly things”. This
importance is true not only when considering technology
and artefacts that are used by more than one person, such as
the ones within a home or a community, but also when
looking at data gathered from wearable devices, data that is
fully about one’s self. Researchers recognise that data can
be meaningful within the context it was created. However if
decontextualized, it might lose that meaning [13,43].
Extending this, Rooksby et al. ([43]) refers to personal
informatics as lived informatics, as activities and artefacts
that are enmeshed with everyday life. This need for
contextualising the data, enmeshing it with everyday life,
with its routines and rhythm in various research settings as
well as the data-work performed to achieve that guided the
study presented in this report.
Workplace tracking
Self-tracking in its pure form is a “functionally selfish
activity” (p. 79, [27]), however an increasing number of
institutions such as healthcare agencies and workplaces
encourage self-tracking by providing incentives such as
lower health insurances [32]. Participation in such
programmes
means that employers could see the
participants’ activity data, thus their data is no longer
private: they are part of what Lupton ([33]) refers to as
imposed or pushed tracking. These modes of self-tracking
are defined as tracking that either is prompted up by others
initially and taken up voluntarily (pushed tracking) or it is
forced upon by others, purely for these others’ benefit
(imposed tracking) [32]. The imposed model is mainly
evident in workplaces where activity tracking is used as a
performance indictor or a productivity monitor. Such uses
of personal informatics raise social judgement issues and
privacy concerns especially when employees do not believe
their productivity can be properly judged or even influenced
by their activity levels [32,37]. There are certain
workplaces such as professional sports, however, where
self-tracking and activity monitoring is an essential,
constant part of the daily rhythm of life. This study is
focused on such a special type of workplace – a
professional football team.
Data used in sport
Performance in professional sport has been quantified on
various measures for many years, for instance in football
the goals scored, fouls committed, and corner kicks are
recorded. Research, however, has focused on sensing data
to answer specific scientific questions about sports
performance such as understanding concrete psychological
processes like information processing, visual search,
decision making and so on [1,42]. The studies usually
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compare and contrast these skills in expert players and
novices, finding faster reaction times and higher accuracy
when participants are faced with complex conditions [42].
Focusing on football, sports science has been interested in
performance differences between players in different
positions – for example, distances run at varying intensities
and in the different halves [45].

As outlined above, the importance of the context within
which personal informatics technologies are embedded has
been found to be of high importance for the way they are
used. This study considers an as yet unexplored context of
use in the domain of personal informatics research, a
workplace where the personal data and achievements of the
individuals are measured meticulously.

In addition to these quantitative judgements, performance
judgements are a social process. According to Plessner and
Haar ([39]) these judgements are at least as prone to bias as
any other social judgements. These biases and social
judgements are often based on non-verbal cues. The nonverbal behaviour is of high importance as it could lead to
emotions that influence a player’s behaviour in a positive or
a negative way especially during a game [19]. For instance,
hastening and hiding behaviours while taking a penalty shot
in football are perceived, in general, negatively – showing
that the player is likely to perform less well, thus the
goalkeepers initiate their movements later which, in theory,
is a winning strategy [19].

In contrast to previous studies on workplaces that have
considered personal informatics technology use by a few
actors, typically involving simple step challenges
introduced over a set period of time, this study looks at
practices around personal informatics covering the whole
work process, established over a number of years of use.

Ethnography in sport
Qualitative research has been used for many years in sport
and especially in applied sport psychology in order to
understand the behaviour, values and emotions of sport
performers. In most cases the qualitative research in this
setting is performed as “one-shot” interviews, thus relying
completely on a singular, highly structured perspective that
does not always capture the whole culture, or all
relationships and interactions within the group studied [25].
Thus, adding more methods, greater flexibility in the
research could produce a more holistic, better
understanding of the events and settings. Ethnography is an
approach that allows for rich, detailed data collection. It is
potentially especially effective in sport as there is a specific
“nesting” of cultures present – the wide, general culture of
professional sport, within it, lies the culture for each type of
sport (in the case of this report football) and, a level deeper,
are the unique characteristics of each team [25]. A large
number of the ethnographic studies currently published in
sport science focus on applied sport psychology – the
emotions and relationships occurring between the various
members of the team or between player and coach in
individual sports [25].
Research gaps
Prior research in sport science has paid much attention to
the relationships between players and coaches and to the
quantifiable aspects of sports. However, the use of personal
informatics
technologies
within
a
sport-focused
organisation has received much less attention. The use of
sensed personal data in professional sport is important as
the insights provided by such systems can help improve
athletes’ and sportspeople’s performance even further,
allowing for better judgements to be made.

Many studies have looked at specific quantifiable aspects of
professional athletes’ performance such as their visual
search and decision making abilities as well as qualitative,
social judgements made about fellow and opponent players.
All of them have considered these in isolation, just one
aspect at a time, often studied in a lab or an otherwise
controlled setting. In order to truly understand the processes
and practices around data and the ways it affects
performance, and the social structures and relationships
within the team, this study takes an ethnographic approach,
providing a rich description of the overlapping quantitative
and qualitative aspects of work within the team. The
quantitative aspects include the objective data artefacts such
as statistical reports, describing the quantifiable parts of the
players’ performance and health – their successful passes
during a game, their speed, the time it takes their pulse to
recover to normal levels after a period of work. On the
other hand, the qualitative aspects are the subjective
interpretations and analysis performed to unpack the
meaning and insights coming from the quantitative data, as
well as the relationships between the stakeholders within
the team.
In contrast to previous research on personal informatics,
this ethnographic study will provide a richer understanding
of the situated practices around usage of various pieces of
technology, the artefacts created by these and their effects
on work and individuals within a high achieving
professional Bulgarian football team – PFC Ludogorets
Razgrad.
Research questions
The aim of this study was to investigate the use of personal
data capture and analysis technologies within a professional
sport setting, aiming to explore the context in as much
detail as possible. As the data collection progressed the
research focused on different aspects – the usage during
trainings, following games for analysis and when preparing
for new ones. In addition, the practices around personal
informatics of the different stakeholders were investigated.
3. METHODOLOGY

This paper focuses on the practices around personal
informatics within a professional football team –
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Ludogorets Razgrad. A suitable method is to apply rapid
ethnography, allowing for a rich, detailed data set to be
collected using a variety of data collection methods such as
interviews, observations, field notes and photographs.
These methods are described in more detail in the following
section as well as the data analysis methods employed. The
role and background of the researcher, the ethical
considerations and the methodological limitations of the
study are discussed at the end of this chapter.
3.1 A rapid ethnographic study

Ethnography is a methodology with roots in anthropology
that, in its most typical form as looked from a social
sciences perspective, requires a period of field work when
the researcher gets immersed in the everyday activities of
the group of people studied [5]. There are numerous data
collection such as formal and informal interviews,
participatory observations (the researcher aims to be as
close to an insider in the field as possible) as well as
documents, researcher’s notes and pictures [41]. It not only
provides a detailed description of all the activities
undertaken, the “context of use” but also the artefacts used
for these activities to be undertaken [5,38]. It is not,
however, purely descriptive, the main defining aspect is that
ethnography adopts a certain analytical perspective on the
work observed [12]. It attempts to provide an interpretation,
to attach a meaning, creating a “thick description” of the
behaviour – ascribing intentionality and purpose to the
actions of those studied [5,40]. In addition, these thick
descriptions present “detail, context, emotion, and the webs
of social relationships that join persons to one another”
[40]. Ethnography is typically a nonpositivist approach,
relying on qualitative descriptions and narratives, unlike
positivist approaches that follow strict methods, producing
mainly quantitative data. Thus through ethnography the
researcher sets to understand the culture of a particular
group from a perspective as close to that of the group
members as possible. Creating thick descriptions allows for
the recognition of the situated character of any work –
“…to see the work in the details of the interactionally
achieved and naturally accountable particulars of specific
jobs, done by specific people, in specific places, being
accomplished in specific ways, through the use of specific
equipment, and having a specific temporal order” [12].
There are many branches of social science that have
different views on exactly what makes an ethnographic
study adequate, however this paper focuses on the main
principles of just one – ethnomethodology. This is not a
mainstream sociology methodology for conducting
research, however it is the dominant approach in the HCI
community as it provides cultural interpretations of the
processes occurring and replaces detailed empirical studies
[11]. Ethnomethodologists believe that one should approach
data collection and analysis with as little prior judgement
and assumptions about the validity and importance of
events as possible [35]. This stance allowed the researcher
to truly understand the culture and relationships between

the people participating and uncover the validity and value
of practices that might seem trivially unimportant at first
[35].
Traditional ethnographic studies are time-intensive and
time-extensive – typically taking several months to gather
data and about as much analysing it. Classic
anthropologically inspired ethnographic studies, however,
are rarely done within HCI, according to in the HCI and
CSCW research a more focused, time-restricted approach is
followed [11]. Similarly, for this project a focused approach
was employed, combining aspects of “quick and dirty” and
“rapid” ethnography. Quick and dirty is a focused approach,
that aims to gain a general picture of the setting and key
relationships [24]. Rapid ethnography is similar to the quick
and dirty approach, however it is usually undertaken as a
team with a narrow focus from the beginning of the study,
looking to discover “exceptional and useful” behaviour
[38]. Both approaches appreciate that it is impossible to
gain a detailed, complete understanding of all users,
practices and behaviours in the setting, however through
iterative focused data collection the ethnographers are able
to capture rich data.
Even though the time for data collection for this project was
limited, it was performed in an iterative manner, starting by
looking at the general setting and focusing on different
aspects of data and technology use after each day of
research for the seven days of data collection. Thus the
researcher was able to create a rich, detailed data set. This
broad approach allowed for the formation and exploration
of a number of research questions.
3.2 Fieldwork methods

Ethnographic studies have an observational nature taking a
naturalistic perspective, aiming to understand the context as
it occurs rather than within artificial, controlled settings
[24]. The researcher wanted to truly understand the ways in
which the team works with and around the technology they
use, thus following Crabtree et al. ([12]) she set to gain
“vulgar competence” – understand the actual work practices
without trying to formalise them and make them fit within
the boundaries of pre-defined methods such as task
analysis. In order to achieve that a number of research
methods were used to create an ethnographic record, a
record of the work performed and the methods and
practices followed to perform it [12]. By combining and
adapting these methods, the researcher aimed to document
the unique practices and patterns the various stakeholders
follow. A detailed explanation of each follows in this
section.
Formal interviews
Seven formal interviews were conducted, recorded and
transcribed. Two of them were with the manager and one
interview each with the doctor, the two conditioning
coaches, the goalkeepers’ coach, a player and the
cameramen. Six of these were conducted at the hotel lobby
5

in the time between the morning and afternoon training
session. The interview with the team doctor was conducted
during the warm-up session of one of the training sessions
at the football ground. All of the interviews were semistructured, covering a number of topics. Different
representations of data were used for some of the
interviews. These included live data as well as statistics
from games from the previous season.
Informal interviews
During the course of the study, the researcher built rapport
and engaged in informal conversations with many
stakeholders, both those who participated in formal
interviews and others. This allowed for around ten short
unstructured informal interviews to be conducted. These
were recorded through note-taking as the participants either
did not want to be recorded or the conversations did not last
long enough to be recorded. 24 pages of field notes were
recorded.
Non-participant observations
Observations were conducted during all training sessions as
well as the two friendly games. The researcher stood next to
or behind the table where the laptop with the live feed of
data was located (figure 1). All observations were recorded
in field notes. One of the sessions was audio recorded.

Figure 2. Participant observations during a training session.

Other data (recording techniques)
In addition to the formal methods, photographs and videos
of many of the stakeholders engaging with the technology
were taken. Sketches of the placement of technology and
the stakeholders were created at each training session
(figure 3).Diagrams of the flow of information and the
working relationships between key stakeholders were
created in the field-notes (figure 4). All of these helped

Figure 1. Non-participant observations.

Figure 3. Placement of technology during a training session.

Participant observations

the researcher paint a detailed picture of the setting in the
club, the relationships and use of technology. These data
sources also helped explore different research questions in
more depth and aided the memory of the researcher when
performing the analysis.

Participant observations were performed during two of the
morning training sessions. The researcher observed the
manager, doctor and one of the physiotherapists while using
the live feed of data coming from the GPS and heart-rate
monitor and asked semi-structured questions about the data
and practices around it (figure 2). All the resulting data was
recorded in field notes, sketches and a few photographs.
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transcripts and field notes were used in the original
language they were taken, with the exception of any quotes
used in this report that were translated in English by the
researcher.
3.4 My role

Unlike
standard
ethnomethodologically
inspired
ethnographic studies, within HCI research usually the role
of the researcher, their background and interests at the time
of the study, is important. It provides context to the
ethnographic account created by the specific embodied
experiences of the researcher [49]. This section provides a
brief background of the researcher and her role within the
team during the course of the study.

Figure 4. Information flow and technology placement.
3.3 Data analysis

Data analysis was performed using aspects of grounded
theory as the overarching method – approaching the initial
theorising about the data through the systematic discovery
of themes emerging from it [20]. Thus the researcher
headed into the study without a-priori hypotheses focusing
the research, she started developing a “theory”, finding
aspects of interest to further focus on as soon as data
became available. The researcher used some of the classical
aspects of grounded theory to aid her data collection and
analysis. She deliberately chose to focus on certain aspects
of the work and work practices in the football club that fit
within the interests set by the rapid ethnography study and
that helped check if the theory created up to that point fit
with the new data [2]. Through the use of memos, longer
annotations added as following the days of data collection
and preliminary analysis, the researcher aimed to capture
her thoughts and impressions of the data and process. The
preliminary data analysis helping to shape the further
research and give basis to the further analysis of the whole
data set, which was performed following the principles of
axial coding. Via axial coding, a bottom-up approach, she
began to identify the high-level themes, phenomena and
central ideas as well as the stakeholders’ practices and the
conditions around them [2] Following the principles of
analytic induction, theories about the themes and their
applicability to the various stakeholders were developed
while the researcher was in the field. Analytic induction is a
formal method for building “casual explanations” of
phenomena [44]. These causal explanations were created by
observing a theme of interest and proposing an explanation
or a work practice around it and examining other examples,
in the case of this research, examples of other stakeholders
to check if a new case falsifies it. Once the full data set was
collected the themes were refined and minimally organised
following the norms of thematic analysis. This allowed for
the complete data set to be described in rich detail [6]. All

The researcher has extensive history as a semi-professional
synchronised swimmer – over 12 years of competitive
career in Bulgaria. As synchronised swimming is, similarly
to football, a team sport, she expected the social dynamics
of the two settings to have some similarities. She was
expecting the team to be completely focused on training,
thus she went into the field research aiming to be as
unnoticed as possible during the data collection stage. This
helped the researcher focus on observing, creating a rich,
detailed record of the events and interactions, as she
assumed that the stakeholders would not be disturbed by
her presence if she does not interfere.
In addition, a potential aspect that might have influenced
the data collected and the specific aspects of the practices
the stakeholders chose to share was that the researcher is a
young female, performing the study in a completely maledominated context. As, in a general sense, females are
regarded as understanding less about football – the game
has an “inherently masculine” culture ([9]) – the
stakeholders might have explained certain, more basic,
aspects of their work in greater detail: for instance, ones
regarding reasons behind specific training practices or
general flow of the game were explained by all stakeholders
who shared any insights with her. This was, on one hand, a
good thing as it allowed the researcher to truly understand
the reasons behind the work performed. However, it could
have had potentially “hidden” more in-depth information
about the practices as the stakeholders might have tried to
not “overwhelm” the researcher.
During the observations, the researcher attempted to obtain
one of the two extreme possible roles when conducting an
ethnographic study by becoming an observer participant
[5]. She aimed to be as unobtrusive as possible, “a fly on
the wall”, purely observing the interactions of the various
stakeholders, unless one of them approached her, showing
availability and interest in sharing and commenting on the
exact work they are performing at the moment. This,
second part, characterises the “participant” part of the
researcher’s role – the culturally appropriate status given to
her [5].
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The background of the researcher and the role she took are
important not only from a purely ethnographic point of
view but, also, in terms of general qualitative research and
data analysis. For any piece of qualitative research there is
an inevitable bias associated with the people gathering and
analysing the data [2]. Thus, with this section the researcher
is acknowledging her role, background and prior
understanding and knowledge of a similar culture to the one
studied which have, in one way or another, influenced the
study and results presented in this paper.
3.5 Ethical considerations

The study had institutional ethics clearance from the UCL
ethics committee.
All participants who took part in formal interviews or
observations completed an informed consent form in either
Bulgarian or English. The choice of language was given to
the participant, the contents of the informed consent form
was identical, translated by the researcher. A copy of the
form in English can be found in Appendix 1. All
participants were over the age of 18.
3.6 Limitations

The study was conducted during a pre-season camp that
was seven days long, thus the period for data collection was
short. In addition, as the team was preparing and training,
the opportunities to conduct interviews and observations
was even more limited. As the researcher did not know
personally any of the team members except for the manager
previously, the first few days of the study were taken up by
earning their trust and explaining exactly what the study is
about. Even though this is a normal process in any
ethnographic study, due to the limited time available for
data collection, this process most likely affected negatively
the amount of information captured.
In addition, earning the players’ trust was difficult – nearly
all of them did not want to take part in official, recorded
interviews. This could be due to a number of reasons: as the
players’ performance is constantly measured and
monitored, they might have not trusted the researcher that
all data collected is purely for research purposes and will
not be used to evaluate them in any way. Another reason
could be that as they were training twice a day, preparing to
begin playing in the qualifying rounds for the Champions’
League (the largest club football tournament in Europe [7]),
the players were focused and did not want to shift their
attention from the training process. For some of the players,
especially the younger Bulgarian players who had just
joined the “first” 1 team, did not feel as “valuable” – since
they had not been playing as long as the “main” squad1 and
were not as well known as them – they did not want to take
1

Ludogorets’s first team or main squad is the team that
competes in the Bulgarian Championship and Champions’
League.

part in official interviews stating the researcher should
speak to the “better” players. By “better” players they
referred to the more experienced, better known ones.
Earning trust and building rapport with the participants are
a normal part of any ethnographic study, however, the
amount of time it took to achieve them played a significant
role in this study as the time “in the field” was short.
4. FINDINGS

In the beginning of the study, the researcher was interested
in understanding the setting, the technology used in the
specific practices around technology the different
stakeholders had. A number of specific themes emerged
through this wide outlook at the data collection. The setting,
stakeholders, artefacts and technologies used are first
introduced in the following chapter. The three overarching
themes follow next – data in-situ, the situated practices
around personal informatics in the club, data ex-situ, the
use of data separated from the context in which it was
collected, and self-esteem of the players, the specific
actions taken to ensure the players are kept at an optimum
psychological condition.
4.1 Stakeholders and artefacts

Context and participants
This paper focuses on PFC Ludogorets Razgrad, the current
Bulgarian champion in the highest level of professional
football, playing in the groups of the most commercial
tournament in Europe – Champions’ League. The
ethnographic study was conducted during the first
preparatory camp before the season start in a town away
from the team’s home town. The camp lasted seven days
during which the team had two training sessions a day
except for the last two days when they played a friendly
game each day with two amateur teams. All training and
both games were played at the same stadium in the city,
where observations and both formal and informal
interviews were performed throughout the length of the
study. The team and the researcher stayed in a hotel in the
city, where some interviews were performed.
The participants in this study were the players of
Ludogorets – both Bulgarian and international, some had
just joined the squad, others have been a part of it for five
or more years, the manager, assistant manager, two
conditioning coaches, medical doctor, two physiotherapists,
translator and a small number of assisting staff. A detailed
description of each group of stakeholders follows.
Stakeholders
The stakeholders within the team fall into two general
categories – players and staff. The staff includes everyone
who is not considered a player: the manager, the assistantmanager, the doctor, physiotherapists, conditioning
coaches, videographer, assisting staff (such as translator,
drivers and people who assist with the logistics of
equipment). All of the stakeholders are involved with at
least some part of the data collection and/or data analysis as
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well as the usage of the various artefacts produced.
Following are profiles of each stakeholder group with
regards to their use of technology in relation to the training
process and preparation for official games.
The players
The team during the present study consisted of an extended
number of players ranging between 16 and 35 years old,
both Bulgarian and international. Some had been a part of
Ludogorets for around five years yet others had just joined
the squad, coming from other teams. Even though not all of
them are part of the main squad – the team that participates
in official games – all, except for the goalkeepers, wear
GPS and heart-rate (HR) tracking devices. These were worn
during the conditioning training sessions which were held
during the mornings and the two friendly games (figure 5).

•

•

To analyse the team’s performance directly
following a match.
“I watch the game along with the statistics to see
what we didn’t do as well as we should have, what
we could have done better.”
To analyse the opponent’s play style, strengths
and weaknesses before an upcoming match.
“Depending on the [perceived strength of the]
opponent, I watch a number of games, analysing
their style – who is in control of the ball, what are
their strengths, weaknesses, what can we do to
make their strengths weaker and their weaknesses
even more so.”

He believes technology is of high importance for the
success of his work and the team as a whole.
The assistant manager helps the manager in performing all
of the above tasks.
The conditioning coaches

Figure 5. Players wearing tracking technology.

The players’ health and performance capabilities are
measured through detailed medical check-ups every six
months.
They are the most important people in the club and
everyone else’s attention is directed at improving their
performance.
The manager and assistant manager
The manager uses the data, artefacts that will be discussed
in detail in the next section such as heart-rate monitor
readings generated by the players, videos and statistical
reports depicting many aspects of the game, to analyse the
team’s performance, individual’s contributions, prepare and
improve strategies for upcoming games. He uses the
various artefacts created for three main activities. In no
particular order:
•

To ensure the training sessions tackle the areas
where the team is not performing as well as he
would like them to.
“The fitness and the communication [successful
and impactful passes] between them is observed
and I change the trainings accordingly. If for
example, the fitness statistics are good, but
communication in terms of passes is not quite as
good, I focus more on communication during
preparation.”

The conditioning coaches ensure the players are in an
optimal physical state, aiming to keep the balance of
training and resting periods, fitness and communicationrelated sessions. They are the main users of the detailed
reports the wearable technologies create, looking at the
correlation between pulse, speed and distance. They also
used the videos captured during the training sessions to
ensure all exercises and combinations of exercises were
performed well, basing the next training objectives on a
combination of these two artefacts as well as the manager’s
intentions.
The doctor and physiotherapists
The team medical doctor and physiotherapists ensure the
players are recovering properly following the training and
games and that any sign of illness or potential injury is
“caught” as early as possible to be treated.
During conditioning training sessions, especially when the
players have to run within a certain heart-rate range, they
monitor the real-time data feed, providing feedback to the
players, manager and assistant manager about whether the
players are running at the correct tempo or not. Sometimes,
the doctor observes the players’ HR data at the beginning of
the training as abnormal patterns might signify problems
such as illness or behaviour not following the expected
norms. These will be described in further detail in the
following section.
The videographer
The videographer is present at every training session and
match, filming the session. He has complete autonomy as to
which players he focuses more on and which ones not as
much. During training sessions, the focus tends to be on the
field players and the communication (passes) between
them, with a lot less focus on the goalkeepers. In practice,
he aims to balance between closer shots of exercises and
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combinations performed between the players. During
matches, the image captured is wide, aiming to follow the
movements of the ball as well as the formation of both
teams. In contrast to the video from trainings, closer shots
of players are rarely taken, as this is done by the television
footage where the focus is on “the show, the individual
players”.

The heart rate zones of each player are summarised from an
extremely detailed hard-copy report on each player’s
medical data (figure 8). All activities – trainings and games
– are filmed by the videographer.

Other staff
The importance of the data and the process is recognised by
everyone involved – for instance the staff who help with
setting up the equipment for training (such as bringing out
balls, setting cones, etc. (figure 6) know that during the
morning training the players usually wear the GPS monitors
so they would carry the crate that holds them from the bus
to the pitch.

Figure 6. Equipment for training session.

The team doctor and one of the physiotherapists are
responsible for making sure that all players are wearing the
GPS and heart rate monitors and the data is captured
Data Artefacts
The artefacts created vary in medium and purpose. They are
created either through wearable devices or via video
analysis, focusing on either the individual player, the team
or, if looking at an official game – the opponent as well.
During training, when the GPS system is used, a dynamic
report of the players’ current heart rate, distance covered
and speed are displayed on the laptop (figure 7).

Figure 8. Player’s medical report.

The trainings are filmed with a single camera, positioned so
that the whole pitch can be easily covered. The
videographer chooses which group or individual player to
focus on while shooting, aiming to provide equal attention
to all field players and at least some time to the
goalkeepers.
The official team games are filmed by three, static cameras
positioned on one of the long sides of the pitch. These
cameras are owned by the club and follow the action from a
wider angle, aiming to show the movement of the ball and
the formation of the players from both teams. This is in
contrast to the TV productions that:
“[…] film with more cameras. [The video produced] is all
for the viewers, they emphasise on close-ups of the players,
[it is] more for the show, for the audience” – Videographer
These videos are then sent to a company that provides a
highly detailed analysis in the form of a report showing the
exact movement of the ball and each player on the field

Figure 7. Live feed of personal informatics data.
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(figures 9, 10 and 11). In addition, the report contains

during the game as well as other similar information.

Figure 9. Statistical report showing the key/accurate passes of
Ludogorets.

Figure 11. Statistical report showing the total and successful
actions for both team (Slavia Sofia and Ludogorets) during the
game.

fitness statistics for both teams overall and each player.
These include distance covered, distance covered while
sprinting, speed, etc (figure 12). Ludogorets receives a
report of both their own performance and the opponent’s –
for instance figure 11 compares the opponent, Slavia Sofia,
and Ludogorets’s actions in each zone during the game.

When preparing for a game, the players watch a video
synthesising the opponent’s style of play that is prepared by
the manager and the conditioning coaches. Depending on
the importance of the game and the strength of the opponent
the video length and type could be very different. It could

Figure 10. Statistical report displaying each of Ludogorets
player’s action and position during the game.

Following each game, the players who took part for any
duration of time receive a personalised report for their
performance. It includes video of some of the situations
they were a part of, specifically chosen to emphasise the
ones they performed well, the strong points of his play, and
not show all of the mistakes they made. If any mistakes are
included they are ones that have been repeated. The
manager explained that “everyone sees the mistakes, the
player knows he’s done a mistake, I [the manager] want to
show him what he should have done, what would have been
better”. In addition to the video, they receive a fitness
report displaying the amount they and the whole team ran
Figure 12. Performance report for both teams.
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be between 25-30 minutes long, using parts of five or more
games showing the opponent’s way of attacking, defending,
their style of passes, how the team re-groups. This one is
usually used against weaker opponents or ones that have
been faced multiple times, such as during the Bulgarian
Championship. However, against stronger teams and before
games of high importance, the players sometimes watch
whole games, with the times where the game is stopped
removed, thus instead of about 90 minutes, the video would
become around 70.

and “subjective, very subjective”. He stated that the
analysis extracted from them completely depends on:
“…our team, who were playing against, what is the score…
I look at the report but everything is dynamic, extremely
dynamic…depending on how the opponent is playing, what
type of a team they are, who is attacking more.” – Manager

4.2 Data in situ

Each stakeholder has specific practices around the creation
and usage of the various artefacts depending on their role in
the team and the background circumstances. However,
there is a common factor in the data usage between all the
stakeholders – they all stated that data on its own is useless;
background is what makes it “come to life”.
The player’s individual performance could be judged based
on the statistical report received following a game (figures
13
and
14).
Figure 14. Individual performance during a game.

Thus, the statistics received following a game against a
stronger opponent might seem weaker than a similar set
from a game against a weaker opponent yet the perceived
performance of the team was better in the first game. In
addition, depending on the style of play of the opponent
similar conclusions might arise. In order to re-contextualise
report the manager uses video data in parallel with the
statistics, ensuring he creates an accurate account of the
events that occurred.

Figure 13. Individual performance during a game.

However, one of the players noted the importance of the
background of the data – relying purely on the report would
not create a valid judgement:
“As Alex Ferguson has said: the statistics are like a
miniskirt on a woman – you can see nearly everything but
the most important stays hidden. The report is nice but it
can’t show you the most important things, as on the pitch
you could give three passes out of which two are wrong but
the other one is unique, assisting for a goal or you could
give four simple ones just back. Just dry statistics is absurd,
one must watch the game as well” – Player
The other players agreed with that point of view,
emphasising on the high importance of not making a
judgement about how well anyone played based purely on
the statistical reports.
The manager expressed similar views of the statistical
report following a game to which he referred to as “dry”

The manager uses the statistics from past games not only
to analyse Ludogorets’ performance following a match but
also to prepare for upcoming ones against the same
opponent. This is possible especially in the Bulgarian
championships when the teams face each other four times
every half season:
“For the fourth game against Slavia, I was looking at the
statistics from the past three ones and if there are no
changes in the squad then there is correctness in the
analysis. Otherwise, if there are changes in the squad,
players have joined or left the team in the meantime, then
everything will be different.” - Manager
The analysis, however, focuses mainly on Ludogorets’
game, as the manager describes it:
“Our weak points, what we did that wasn’t quite as good as
we were expecting it to be”- Manager
In addition to performance, the manager could judge
individual’s levels of motivation based on the fitness
statistics. By looking at the distance covered, speed and the
duration of sprints, he could understand whether the players
were trying to play well, to be “in the game” as much as
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expected. However he did not treat the data as a completely
objective piece of information:
“it depends on when were the goals scored, in this game
[against Slavia, the report is used as a prop] we won 5:0. If
the goals were scored early and the team was not, on
average, running quite as much as usually, then I know it
wasn’t because they are not motivated, after three goals
they aren’t going to attack quite as much, there is no reason
to.” – Manager
The conditioning coaches did not express quite as strong
an opinion about the subjective nature of the statistical
reports, however one of their main practices involves
comparing the fitness data obtained through the wearable
devices during training with the fitness data from games as
well as the video recording of both the trainings in question
and games in order to decide which aspects to focus on and
improve. They use both in parallel to understand the
reasons behind the frequency and intensity of the running as
well as the communication patterns (seen through passes)
during games.
“We watch the video of the trainings and the most
important for us [the conditioning coaches] is to watch the
data from the GPS, the meters [ran during a training], the
sprints, acceleration [speed]. We analyse these and we
compare them with data from the games to ensure the
intensity and volume of training is correct.”
– Conditioning coach
The intensity and volume of trainings is important in order
to “control the performance, […] to balance”. By
balancing they refer to the practice of ensuring the players
are training as hard as they should be, but not more –
balancing the hard work with rest periods and recovery
trainings. This data was recorded in the researcher’s field
notes.
The control of performance is achieved not only by the
conditioning coaches but by the collaboration between the
manager, assistant manager, doctor, and
physiotherapists. They decide together whether and how
much each player should participate in the training sessions,
how much rest they should get. These decisions are made
either before the training sessions – based on the player’s
performance during the previous sessions, or, sometimes,
during the actual training sessions, some players are “taken
off”, their load is reduced and they are allowed to rest. If
such a decision was made during a training it was based on
the live feed of data from the wearables the players were
wearing and were suggested usually by the doctor, as he
was the one actively monitoring the system.
Similarly to all of the previous stakeholders, the doctor
uses the video captured during both training and games in
order to understand the player’s performance from a
medical point of view and especially when a pain or an
injury occurs. The statistical reports from games could be

used as an indicator of when a potential non-contact injury
has occurred. Additionally, the videos could be used to
assess running technique which is “the most common
reason for non-contact related injuries”.
“We [the medical team] often re-watch contact-related
injuries, especially during games as there are many people
and cameras in front of the bench, obstructing the view.
Watching the video of the moment of injury helps us a lot to
explain the mechanics of the injury which is extremely
important.” – Doctor
In addition to knowing the context of the statistics from a
match-progression point of view, the doctor noted that the
weather can have severe effects on the vital signs read by
the HR monitor. This is important as abnormalities, noticed
by staff who knows the “normal” heart rate and recovery
times of each player, could point to problems. These
include potential illness, emotional stress or behaviour not
following the norms set by the club, such as not sleeping
enough during training days. These abnormalities could
however, be also caused by the weather being hot or humid.
If that is not true or the differences are too large, the
medical staff makes a judgement based on their knowledge
and personality of the player. For instance:
This player’s pulse is higher than usual and he is taking
longer to recover than he normally does...I am sure he has
not been out last night and I do not think he has personal
problems; we have to talk to him after the training. If we
were not away [from the team’s home town] a possible
explanation would also be that the player did not sleep
enough because he was “naughty” – tiring him out and
preventing him from recovering properly. – field notes from
an informal interview with the doctor
In addition, during the second friendly game Ludogorets
played during the study, all players’ heart rates were much
higher than the coaches and doctor expected. This would
normally suggest that the players are tired, not prepared
well enough, or could be a potential sign of illness.
“Oh...[a pause]their heart rates are very high and they
have not even started moving yet. I’m not even surprised
though; it is boiling [hot] today.” – field notes from an
informal interview with the doctor.
These conversations were carried out between the doctor,
one of the physiotherapists, the manager and assistant
manager as all of them were observing the training sessions
and the games together, each focusing on a different aspect
of interest.
4.3 Data ex-situ

Even though all of the stakeholders agree when asked about
their opinion on the statistical reports: they cannot be taken
out of context, that they mean little without background, at
certain times, pieces of information are used on their own.
The manager referred to the “correctness” of the analysis
performed on opponents’ play style depending on the exact
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squad that participated and the events that took place during
the game. When preparing to face a new opponent however,
this correlation to the background and specific correctness
seems to not be regarded as strongly.
“Depending on the team, when it comes to Champions’
League, Europa League, I need to learn them [the team’s
style of play], I want more matches, I watch older games,
newer games. I am interested in games from previous years,
especially at similar stages of the tournaments, not
depending on whether there are any changes in the squad.”
– Manager
When saying he “watches” games, the manager referred to
both video and sensor based data. He uses the data streams
in parallel, ensuring he is aware of the exact events that
took place and that he understands the background
contextualising the actions and decisions taken on the pitch.
This allows him to reconstruct as much of the context as
possible, however it does not add to the perceived
“correctness” of the data since, especially when analysing
older games, the squad and even manager of the opponent
has probably changed. Thus, the manager understands the
limitations the data brings, however still uses it as basis for
decisions about future actions.
The players are also not reviewing their personal reports in
parallel to the video of the game even though, according to
them “the dry statistics are absurd [in providing a basis for
performance]”. However:
“The statistics are nice […] as at the pitch you can’t judge
everything [about yourself]. After the game, at peace, you
can see your percentage of correct and incorrect passes,
how much you’ve ran” – Player
In addition, when scouting for new players, the club
considers their statistics, looking at the amounts they run
and pass correctly to be able to assess how well he will fit
within the style of play of Ludogorets.
“I [the manager] want to keep this style of play and when
selection is performed I seek players that use the ball well –
pass well, and do not just run around a lot” – Manager
3.3.4 Self-esteem of the player

The use of data is not purely for objective, strategic
reasons: it is socially situated. It affects and is affected by
the ways the players perceive it, and their feelings towards
it.
In the summary performance video each player receives the
plays shown are selected carefully – the manager
emphasised that no one is ever sent all their mistakes,
however all their good, successful plays are. This is
especially true following losses in important games:
“Because there is a very serious media pressure about how
they [the players, coaches] have failed […] you made a
mistake here and here, you’re making mistakes all the time.
This brings many negatives not just to the club but the

individual players, their image […] they lose their
confidence.” – Manager
This practice was also explained in terms of understanding
the game and knowing what a better execution of the
mistake would have been:
“You shouldn’t show him [the player] his mistake, everyone
sees the mistake, you should show him how it should be
done. I show them what they have missed to tell them where
the play could have been performed differently, better.”
– Manager
This attitude towards the players’ confidence is also evident
in building an argument about how they can win when
preparing to face new opponents.
“I aim to find facts and have these facts evident in the video
that can convince the players that if you let that team [the
opponent], they could do something. It is very important to
speak truthfully so they can understand that the opponents
are under their potential but if they don’t do what they are
supposed to, we as a team will have problems. For
example, we played against Real [Madrid, 2014/2015
season of Champions’ League] and scored first, had they
not gotten two penalties the end result might have been
different. [Real Madrid won 2:1].” – Manager
With the example of FC Real Madrid, the manager wanted
to show that Ludogorets’ players were well prepared and
did not let Real “do something” – play their usual dominant
style.
When considering confidence and self-esteem, especially in
a context where large amounts of personal information
about one’s self are publicly available either within the
team or, sometimes, for the whole general public comes the
question of privacy concerns. Unlike what the literature
suggests – people being worried about private information
being shared and available, used to potentially judge their
performance at work, the players did not share such a
feeling.
“Everything is observed, computers and statistics give us a
lot [of information about the performance]. We are all
interested and curious in how much we ran, what we did.”
– Player
5. DISCUSSION

Two important aspects must be noted throughout this
chapter:
First, a distinction that has to be made when considering the
next chapter is between the two types of data used by the
team – contextual and de-contextualised.
Contextual data is the data used in the context it was
created. In the general case it is used by the people who
created it, for instance the team using data extracted from
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games they were a part of. In a general context this would
be self-tracked performance data.
De-contextualised data describes data that is not used in
the context it was created, usually the people using it are
not the ones who participated in the creation. In a general
context this would be external performance data.
Second, the term personal data technologies describes
systems that would, in general, fall under the title of
personal informatics. The distinction is that in personal
informatics technologies the main focus is on self
reflection. In the context of this study however, the
reflection and sense-making is embedded within the wider
context of the football team.
5.1 Beyond self-reflection – collaborative data-work

The practices around collecting and using data in
Ludogorets are largely in line with findings made in prior
research on varying contexts such as IoT-generated
artefacts and personal informatics used by non-professional
sports people [18,43,48]. Similarly to previous research, the
stakeholders in the team use the data to tell narratives, to
construct and reconstruct various stories about their own
team and performance as well as about their opponents
[14]. The data artefacts, both statistical reports and videos,
on their own do not carry the important, rich, descriptive
information that is “carried” by these narratives.
The performance of the team was analysed and accounted
for similarly to the participants in Elsden et al.’s ([14])
study, the narratives were reconstructed using a
combination of the artefacts present. Just as “remembering
was an exploratory experience, a reconstructive view of
memory” for the participants in many studies, remembering
the exact events and reasons for them, such as lower
positive statistics for a certain player during the game,
required descriptive work with the data, and appropriation
of various pieces of shared background information.
The findings from this study also are in line with Elsden’s
claim that “personal informatics tools alone cannot
produce verisimilar accounts of real life” [14]. The players
and manager agreed that just the statistics are “dry”, the
data does not carry to narrative on its own, what brings it to
life, what makes it useful and important are the
interpretations and connections made by the people.
These connections and usage of more than one artefact to
paint a vivid picture, contextualise the data, make it
accountable within the context of the team and the exact
game.
In contrast to previous research however, this study reveals
that data-work is not always performed by a single person,
it is completed by different stakeholders, focusing on
various aspects of interest. Most of the prior studies on
personal informatics have focused on healthy, amateur
sportsmen who rarely interact with others while using and
reflecting on their data, whereas in Ludogorets the analysis

is performed by many of the stakeholders, depending on the
piece of data and reason for analysis. In addition to the
increased number of interactions while performing datawork within the team, the amount of data that needs to be
reviewed is magnitudes higher due to the number of
participants and the complexity of the reports reviewed.
The reports require more work as the level of detail
required in a professional setting is not the same as the one
of interest for most amateurs.
These differences open up a new research space – the
questions of what could be done to support reflection
performed by multiple actors in increasingly complex
settings. Moreover, should all the data-work be performed
manually or could it, with better support from the tools for
collecting contextual information, be prepared, summarised
automatically? The importance and added complexity of
context is discussed in detail in the next section.
5.2 Context is vital, but we can work without it too

The findings from this study mostly align with previous
research, suggesting the high importance of context and that
data is not treated in an objective way rather it is
subjectively interpreted through data-work. However, it is
not always treated this way, without explicitly stating it,
numerous artefacts are considered outside of the context
they were created in, used to tell a narrative that is, in a
way, context-independent.
When analysing a game with respect to Ludogorets’s
performance, all stakeholders involved stated and
specifically emphasised on the importance of context. The
context in which the data was collected – the exact game,
the players on the field both from Ludogorets and the
opponent, the score, even the weather conditions. This is in
line with previous research on personal informatics
suggesting that people use the data collected as indexical
points, triggers for memory, helping them remember the
events that occurred, the reasons behind the data [18,43,48].
This study gives evidence that the importance of context is
similar no matter whether personal informatics or personal
data technologies are used in a domestic, workplace,
amateur or professional sports’ setting. The importance of
context in all these, sometimes completely, different
settings suggests that we need a set of different methods to
track contextual information. Li et al. ([29]) have explored
prototype designs for a system that helped people see the
correlations between their physical activity and contextual
information they manually collected in a journal. The study
found that people who did keep track of both activity and
context were more aware of background factors affecting
their physical activity. Li et al.’s ([23]) study focused on
sedentary people from various backgrounds who stated they
found it demanding and difficult to input all the contextual
information, even though they found it helpful when
reflecting upon their physical activity. Both Li et al.’s ([29])
study and the one presented here suggest that personal
informatics would benefit from context-sensitive functions
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as tracking in one context differs from tracking in another
one and manual tracking is labour intensive and not always
practical or easy. In addition, the background information
would help users recall the events that took place more
accurately, creating more accurate accounts and narratives
about the data. Tracking all possible contextual information
could be challenging and overwhelming, producing not
necessarily valuable insights and potentially missing events
or activities that were important in hindsight but did not
seem so while the main tracking was taking place. Another
disadvantage to such extensive tracking would be the
potentially much more intensive data-work required to
understand it and correlate the various events taking place.
This, again, raises the question of whether all of the datawork should continue being performed manually or it
should be aided or completely overtaken by computers.
When analysing opponents and especially opponents that
have not been faced previously, however, data is taken out
of the context it was created in, analysed on its own. For
instance, in order to prepare Ludogorets’s strategy for
teams at the qualifying round of Champion’s League the
manager analyses games from a couple of years ago. He
bases the decisions on such historical data sets even though,
most likely there have been many changes in the squads and
managers of the opposing teams. This is in contrast to
strategy preparation when facing teams that Ludogorets has
faced previously – the data in these cases is “valid”
according to the stakeholders only if there have not been
changes in the opponent’s squad. Similarly, when
considering the team’s style of play or scouting for new
players, the team relies completely on the statistical data
reports discussed in chapter 4.1. This practice suggests that
even though the stakeholders believe that context is
important, the lack of it does not make the data useless –
the manager still finds value in it. It is interesting that the
manager recognises the limitations of the data he uses,
however he still uses it. This might be a result of his level
of expertise, his years of experience of working in this field.
This difference is of importance as prior research has not
found any similar use of de-contextualised data. This
suggests that when designing new systems one should be
careful and ensure that it is visible whether the data and any
subsequent analysis of it are based on contextual or decontextualised data. The contextual experience should be
visible, showing whether the narratives are based on
personal judgement, on the personal understanding of the
background in which the data was collected, or it can be
backed-up by concrete examples, pieces of information
from within the data. This could have implications when
such systems are used in workplaces or in general
collaborative work as specific knowledge of context can
help overcome bias when analysing. Whether any
assumptions are based on contextual data or not could result
in vast differences in the end result. A further design
implication for new systems concerns specifically decontextualised data – systems should communicate the

limitations the data carries when moved between contexts.
This would be important especially for users with less
sophisticated understanding of the potential limitations.
5.3 Personal impression changes judgements

Statistical data is, in theory, an objective measure of one’s
performance, especially when considering athletes’ activity
levels. In practice, however, studies have shown that
performance judgements are at least as prone to personal
biases and assumptions as any other social judgements [39].
The practices of stakeholders from Ludogorets were in line
with this prior research. The medical staff base their
judgement of whether a player is getting ill, has been up
late, or the wearables are not working properly, when
seeing an abnormality in the live heart rate readings, on
their knowledge of the player, their assumptions and
experiences with the person. This practice has implications
for future collaborative systems as two people’s judgements
of the same data set would most likely be different as they
would be based on the different experiential knowledge and
assumptions on the data and the person who produced the
data. An example of such a collaboration would be a
patient-clinician collaboration, where based on the
clinician’s background knowledge of the patient the
diagnosis might be more or less accurate. In order to
alleviate problems that might arise from such biases, future
systems should allow for a qualitative, descriptive account
of the additional elements that have influenced the analysis
performed and conclusions reached. Even though such an
account could bring benefits, it must be noted that this
would be a labour-intensive practice, and the benefits and
time required have to be carefully balanced to gain the most
benefits without investing unreasonable amount of
resources.
5.4 “It’s the weather”

A recurring issue in consumer personal informatics research
is the abandonment of devices and one of the common
reasons for that is that they provide raw, unprocessed data
[26]. Thus, the users are required to find out what the
numbers mean on their own – a process that requires
specialised, in-depth knowledge. For instance, heart rate
data is a highly personal metric, a certain number for one
person might be considered as “high” whereas for someone
else it might fall within a “normal” heart rate range. This
issue has been identified in literature, opening up new
research spaces focusing on novel ways to represent such
highly individual data [47]. This study is in line with the
notions identified previously – the need for raw data to be
processed in order to provide meaningful insights and the
parallel need for highly personalised processing, in-depth
knowledge of the individual that gives the basis for the
processing to occur. In Ludogorets, the doctor and
physiotherapists are the ones who possess the deep
knowledge and understanding about each player. This is
based on both detailed medical examinations and
knowledge of everyone’s personalities, interests and
behaviour. The players, similarly to the users in previous
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studies, were not interested in the raw, unprocessed data
unless it provided immediate, understandable meaning,
such as kilometres run during a practice. When asked about
the other data collected, such heart rate, speed and impact,
the players stated that there are people (the doctor and
coaches) who use and understand it, that they (the players)
did not need to know the details about it. This is because
they receive the actionable insights from the data they need
such as when to change their running pace. This mind-set
could have implications for future consumer and
professional personal informatics and personal data
systems, suggesting that personalised processing of the raw
data, providing meaningful and actionable insights might be
of much more interest and use to the general users. On the
other hand, for users who possess the in-depth knowledge
and interest to perform the analysis on their own, like the
stakeholders in the team or Quantified-Selfers (a group of
individuals who diligently track numerous types of data
about themselves, believing in the notion of “selfknowledge through numbers” [8]) future systems could
provide more background information to aid finding
correlations within the data. For instance, currently in the
team, the doctor might observe someone’s heart rate during
a training and see they are not recovering quite as quickly
as they normally do, this observation is based on the
knowledge the doctor possesses about the player. Future
systems could highlight such “abnormalities” and
differences making it easier for the stakeholders involved to
spot and investigate them. These practices around
collaborative work between medical staff and the players
have implications for future systems empowering such
collaborations with clinicians in general. Future systems
could allow for the different levels of detail to be displayed
to the stakeholders interested in them, allowing for detailed
analysis to be performed while presenting the results in an
understandable, usable and insightful way to the users.
In addition, including contextual information, the
importance of which was discussed in chapter 5.2, could
enable users to understand the triggers and reasons behind
various events in the data. An example can be seen in
chapter 4.2 where the doctor accounts for the players’
heightened heart rate to weather conditions. Knowing the
background information enabled the stakeholders to focus
on more important events and not worry about this, in other
situations, potentially bad information. These findings have
implications for future systems that can be used in any
workplace environment, suggesting the importance of not
only monitoring the correct metrics to judge one’s
performance but the need to understand the complex
environment within which the work is situated and the
background factors that could affect the metrics monitored.
These findings also suggest opportunities for services that
provide a holistic view, aggregating data streams from
various sources including personal informatics and
background data, analysing them and providing tailored
reports. By aggregating multiple streams of information, the

insights provided could help the users understand how their
activity levels fit within their life, understanding their habits
and what factors influence them [16].
5.5 Motivate, motivate, motivate

Prior research has considered various strategies of framing
personal informatics data – considering exactly what
information to present and how to frame it in order to
support increased activity levels in users [16]. Studies have
found that emphasising and highlighting achievements,
rather than showing shortcomings, such as highlighting
steps completed instead of steps left to reach one’s goal,
improved users’ self-efficacy and engagement with the
technology [10,16,31]. In line with this research, this study
uncovered specific practices around the presentation and
framing of data, aiming to support the players’ performance
by bolstering their self-esteem and encouraging them.
When discussing the data shown to the players both about
their performance in a game and when preparing to face
new opponents, a strong theme emerged – not all data and
information was presented to them, instead a carefully
curated narrative describing a specific story the manager
chose was displayed. This narrative was evident in both the
videos sent to each player following a game they
participated in and in the videos of opponent’s play-styles,
both described in chapter 4.1. This selective presentation
highlights that the players have egos that are protected by
the other stakeholders in the team in order to make sure that
they continue performing as well as they can. Presenting
data in such a curated way could have implications further
from the football pitch however. For instance, in a similar
way to the summary video reports the players receive,
future personal informatics systems aimed at healthy adults
could emphasise on data that is motivating, encouraging the
user of their good performance. Similarly to not showing all
mistakes to the footballers, the systems might choose to
“hide”, not emphasise on certain aspects of the data
collected in order to support people’s emotions, especially
in people with progressing conditions but also, in people
who, for some reason, are not quite as active or performing
as well as previously. This selectiveness could help
motivate the users instead of “blaming” them for being less
active or performing not as well in the way current personal
informatics systems do.
5.6 Balance instead of pushing as hard as possible

Current personal informatics systems, such as Nike+
running app, FitBit and Up by Jawbone, measure one’s
activity levels, aiming to push the user to be “better” –
faster, more active. In a stark contrast to these are the
practices the team follows when ensuring the players are at
an optimum fitness level for as long as possible. The
conditioning coaches aim to ensure the players are training
just as much as they need to in order to perform at their
maximum capabilities as training too much would mean
they are tired and unable to show their true abilities. This
approach of improvement and maintenance of optimal
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shape through balance and not exertion opens up a new
research space, suggesting that future personal informatics
systems could focus on supporting the users and guiding
them through more balanced activity patterns instead of
constantly striving for more which could lead to injuries. In
addition, research cited in popular publications on blogs
and websites has claimed that moderate activity throughout
the day is healthier and more beneficial to one’s fitness
levels than a burst of activity in an otherwise sedentary
lifestyle.
5.7 Data in the workplace

With the wider commercial spread of personal informatics,
educational institutions, healthcare and some workplaces
are encouraging people to self-track [32]. Unlike
“traditional” office workplaces, where one can argue that
the workers’ activity levels are not strongly linked to their
work performance, this study focused on a professional
football team, a workplace where workers’ physical activity
and performance is the main focus. This is an important
difference when considering the results from our study, as
the expectations of both the “workers” and the
“management”, in our case the players and the coaching
staff, would be considerably different with regards to
activity data from those at an office environment. The
background environment is not the only difference
however. Prior workplace research focused on either stepchallenges ([21,22]) or self-reported activity and
background metrics ([37]), both factors that did not
holistically cover the actions and context of the work
performed. Additionally, these studies looked at technology
introduced for certain amounts of time, thus focusing on the
initial reactions and feelings of the users. In contrast, the
work conducted in the team is monitored constantly and
holistically – from training to informal (friendly) games and
official games. All participants were, also, highly familiar
and comfortable with the technology and artefacts used as
they had been a part of their routine for a number of years.
Privacy concerns

The main issue recurring in previous studies is that of
privacy. All studies reviewed found that participants were
worried about sharing their activity data, about the
boundaries of disclosure, especially if they believed their
performance might be assessed based on the data [22,37].
In contrast to that, Ludogorets’s players stated they were
used to not only sharing their data with the other
stakeholders on the team but with the fact that much of that
personal information is available to the wider public. This
difference might be due to, as previously discussed, the fact
that the footballers’ performance and productivity is
directly linked to their physical activity. Furthermore, they
do not have any choice, tracking has become an
indispensable way of monitoring, optimising and evaluating
professional football players. Thus, monitoring the exact
aspects of the employee’s life that relate and can be used to
judge their performance at the workplace might be better
perceived in more “standard” office workplaces.

6. CONCLUSION
6.1 Summary of findings

Personal informatics is a relatively new field within HCI
research, looking at systems allowing people to collect
information about themselves, with the aim of better
understanding of their lives through self-reflection [30].
Various personal informatics systems provide capabilities
to track numerous aspects of one’s life such as activity
levels, heart rate, productivity, food intake and many more.
Such systems have been studied in various contexts
including controlled lab settings, field studies in health
centres and office workplaces [8,34,37,50].These studies
have uncovered different styles of use of personal
informatics devices, such as smart watches and pedometers,
and numerous reasons for the abandonment of these
[17,27,43].
Studies on workplaces using personal informatics
technologies have focused on step-challenges or collecting
background information (such as noise, colour and air
quality) [37]. These have unveiled concerns from
employees about the privacy of their data as well as
whether their performance could and would be judged
based on the metrics they share. In addition, these studies
have looked at interventions introduced to the workplaces
for just a number of weeks, with a small number of actors
involved.
Sports psychology and sports science studies have focused
in-depth on numerous quantifiable aspects of professional
athletes’ performance such as decision making and
qualitative characteristics like the relationships between
players [1,3,36,42]. All of these have considered the various
aspects in isolation, not taking into account the interrelated
practices and processes that occur, especially within a team.
In order to explore the use of personal data technologies
and their effects within a workplace, a one-week rapid
ethnography study was conducted with the football team of
Ludogorets. The study was situated at a training camp in
the city of Smolian, Bulgaria. The data gathered highlighted
the complex practices around the usage of personal data
technologies and the different aspects of interest for each of
the stakeholders.
The team uses heart rate and GPS tracking technology
during trainings and in friendly games, all activities,
including training sessions and official games, are recorded
and analysed. In addition, all official games are analysed by
a specialised company producing highly detailed reports.
Each stakeholder in the team is interested in and uses
different aspects of the systems and artefacts available.
Depending on their role and specific knowledge they are
interested in different levels of detail represented in these.
According to the stakeholders in the team all data and
statistics lose their validity and importance if not used
within the context they were created. For example, a
player’s performance should not be judged purely on the
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number of successful passes or kilometres run during a
game, information that can be seen from a statistical report.
The data should be used and analysed within the context of
the game, the impact the player had on the flow of the game
and the final result, which can be seen from the video
recordings of the game.

•

Even though the stakeholders specifically highlighted the
importance of context on the validity of any analysis
performed, some pieces of, arguably very important, data
are analysed and used completely out of the context they
were created in. The main example of this is when
preparing for opponents that have not been faced
previously, the manager analyses games they had played
even a number of year ago, in contrast to analysing teams
that had been faced recently where data from even a few
months ago would be considered inaccurate.

•

6.2 Implications

The findings presented in this study have several potential
practical implications for the future design of both
professional and amateur personal informatics and personal
data systems:
•

•

Collaborative reflection work – especially in
professional settings, personal data is used by a
number of stakeholders in order to draw
meaningful conclusions that inform decisions
taken about the individual who produced the data,
thus systems should support such reflective work
performed by more than one actor.
o Biases – as the analysis would be
performed by more than one person with
different knowledge of both the
individual about whom the personal data
is and the context in which it was created,
systems must highlight whether the
conclusions reached can be backed up by
concrete examples from the data or are
based on subjective interpretations, that
are prone to personal bias. This is not to
claim that there could be interpretations
that are not subjective – the researcher
suggests that some decisions might be
based on entirely experiential data and
others could be traced to evidence found
in the artefacts analysed.
Sensing contextual information and aiding
data-work – automatically sensing contextual
information could be beneficial to all users of
personal
informatics,
however
specific
considerations must be made when choosing
exactly how much context should be recorded and
which aspects of it should be chosen over others.
A potential solution would be for the systems to
automatically aid the users with the data work
required, relieving some of the extensive labour
required to do so manually.

•

•

Differentiating between contextual and decontextualised data – if context is added to
personal informatics, it might not always be
possible to collect it, thus when analysing the
data, it must be evident whether the conclusions
drawn are based on contextual or decontextualised data. This is especially of
importance when considering collaborative data
work. In addition, specifically when considering
de-contextualised data – systems should
communicate the limitations the data carries when
it has been moved between contexts. This would
be important especially for users with less
sophisticated understanding of the potential
limitations.
Spotting correlations – as personal informatics
systems become more advanced and people have
many streams of personal data to be analysed,
systems should aim to aid users spot correlations
between the various activities, the effects taking
place.
Emphasising on motivating information –
future personal informatics systems should aim to
focus on motivating information, instead of
blaming users for reduced activity or not hitting
their goals.
Supporting improvement through balance –
unlike current systems, systems should support
balanced activity, aiming to achieve optimal form
without injuries and over-exertion.
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Informed consent form in English (figures 15 and 16):
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